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ACROSS
1: move along on ___s
4: (law) a defendant's answer by a factual
matter (as distinguished from a demurrer)
8: dislike intensely; feel antipathy or aversion
towards
12: a stout rounded pole of wood or metal used
to support rigging
13: a metrical unit with unstressed-stressed
syllables
14: an automatic signal (usually a sound)
warning of danger
16: English poet and satirist (1688-1744)
17: a motive for living
18: set, turn, or stand on end
19: pressure exerted by the fluids inside the
eyeball; regulated by resistance to the outward
flow of aqueous humor
20: considerate and solicitous care
21: acute delirium caused by alcohol poisoning
23: flower arrangement consisting of a circular
band of foliage or flowers for ornamental
purposes
24: widely distributed low-growing Eurasian
herb having narrow leaves and inconspicuous
green flowers
26: an aneurysm of the abdominal aorta
associated with old age and hypertension
28: begin to seem older; get older
30: 32nd President of the United States; elected
four times; instituted New Deal to counter the
Great Depression and led country during World
War II (1882-1945)
32: Canadian literary critic interested in the use
of myth and symbolism (1912-1991)
36: the compass point that is one point west of
southwest
39: a progressive disease of the central nervous
system marked by increasing lack of
coordination and advancing to paralysis and
death within a year of the appearance of
symptoms; thought to have been transmitted by
cannibalistic consumption of diseased brain
tissue since the disease virtually disappeared
when cannibalism was abandoned
41: small cylindrical beads made from polished
shells and fashioned into strings or belts; used
by certain Native American peoples as jewelry
or currency
42: the fatty flesh of ___; an elongate fish
found in fresh water in Europe and America;
large ___s are usually smoked or pickled
43: Norwegian composer whose work was
often inspired by Norwegian folk music
(1843-1907)
45: a cgs unit of work or energy; the work done
by a force of one dyne acting over a distance of
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one centimeter
46: a domed beehive made of twisted straw
48: an Eskimo hut; usually built of blocks (of
sod or snow) in the shape of a dome
49: the likelihood of a thing occurring rather
than not occurring
50: (New Testament) a Christian missionary to
the Gentiles; author of several Epistles in the
New Testament; even though Paul was not
present at the Last Supper he is considered an
Apostle
51: remind or urge constantly
52: antibacterial drug (trade name Nydrazid)
used to treat tuberculosis
54: a man who is much concerned with his
dress and appearance
56: communicate electronically on the
computer
60: a narrow channel or strait
63: a tube in which a body fluid circulates
65: the fifth sign of the zodiac; the sun is in this
sign from about July 23 to August 22
67: French pope from 1088 to 1099 whose
sermons called for the First Crusade
(1042-1099)
68: the best of its kind
70: fiber sheared from animals (such as sheep)

and twisted into yarn for weaving
72: a short poem descriptive of rural or pastoral
life
73: King of the Germans and Holy Roman
Emperor (912-973)
74: any tree or shrub of the genus ____ having
pinnate leaves and showy usually white
flowers; cultivated as ornamentals
75: a digestive juice secreted by the liver and
stored in the ____bladder; aids in the digestion
of fats
76: any of several mostly spotted fishes that
resemble groupers
77: originally a stronghold captured by David
(the 2nd king of the Israelites); above it was
built a temple and later the name extended to
the whole hill; finally it became a synonym for
the city of Jerusalem
78: an angular unit used in artillery; equal to
1/6400 of a complete revolution

DOWN
1: formerly a golfing wood with an elevated
face
2: the 10th letter of the Greek alphabet
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3: a strong emotion; a feeling that is oriented
toward some real or supposed grievance
4: a contraceptive in the form of a ____
containing estrogen and progestin to inhibit
ovulation and so prevent conception
5: characteristic of those who are not members
of the clergy
6: the rate at which energy is drawn from a
source that produces a flow of electricity in a
circuit; expressed in volts
7: in bed
8: a member of a Negroid people living chiefly
in northern Nigeria
9: any high mountain
10: a unit of weight used in east Asia
approximately equal to 1.3 ounces
11: bulky greyish-brown eagle with a short
wedge-shaped white tail; of Europe and
Greenland
12: (ethnic slur) offensive term for persons of
Latin American descent
15: a Sunni organization formed in 1989 and
based in Pakistan; opposes missionary groups
from the United States; has Lashkar-e-Tayyiba
as its armed wing
20: two-year-old sheep
22: any of various dark heavy viscid substances
obtained as a residue
25: the 6th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
27: an abnormally large amount of this
fetoprotein in the fetus can signal an
abnormality of the neural tube (as spina bifida
or anencephaly)
29: a graphical recording of the cardiac cycle
produced by an electrocardiograph
30: (Norse mythology) goddess of the heavens
and married love; wife of Odin
31: fight a ____, as over one's honor or a
woman
33: United States physician who proved that
yellow fever is transmitted by mosquitoes
(1851-1902)
34: a tract of land enclosed for particular
activities (sometimes paved and usually
associated with buildings)
35: oval reproductive body of a fowl
(especially a hen) used as food
36: street names for marijuana
37: flightless New Zealand rail of thievish
disposition having short wings each with a spur
used in fighting
38: cheese containing a blue mold
40: murres
44: a user interface based on graphics (icons
and pictures and menus) instead of text; uses a
mouse as well as a keyboard as an input device
47: a terrorist group formed in 1977 as the
result of a split with the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine; became a satellite of

al-Fatah; made terrorist attacks on Israel across
the Lebanese border
49: a unit of electrical resistance equal to the
resistance between two points on a conductor
when a potential difference of one volt between
them produces a current of one ampere
51: a terrorist organization that is the militant
wing of the Communist Party of the
Philippines; a Maoist organization formed to
overthrow the government; uses hit squads
called Sparrow Units; opposes United States
military presence in the Philippines
53: (used as a combining form) recent or new
55: an egg-shaped object
57: the traditional dress of Vietnamese women
consisting of a tunic with long sleeves and
panels front and back; the tunic is worn over
trousers
58: an episode of such pastoral or romantic
charm as to qualify as the subject of a poetic
_____
59: be lazy or idle
60: an agency of the legislative branch that
provides printing and binding services for
Congress and the departments and
establishments of the federal government
61: goddess of fate: a giantess who personified
the past
62: tree of low-lying coastal areas of
southeastern United States having glossy leaves
and racemes of fragrant white flowers
64: British slang for a swindle
65: a company emblem or device
66: enthusiastic and assured vigor and
liveliness
69: the ___-Khmer language spoken by the ___
71: the military intelligence agency that
provides for the intelligence and
counterintelligence and investigative and
security requirements of the United States
Navy
72: one of the five major classes of
immunoglobulins; involved in fighting blood
infections and in triggering production of
immunoglobulin G

